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ABSTRACT: There are many types of commercial software packages available that can be used to model a dam
structure and its underlying jointed rock foundation. In this paper, results are compared between a continuum
model (FLAC) and a discontinuum model (UDEC), in order to evaluate which code gives the most realistic
prediction. The results of this research are compared with the existing conventional analytical methodology
which is based on limit equilibrium theory. It is concluded that both codes give similar results to the conventional
theoretical approach as long as the rock foundation blocks are not rotated by the stress regime created by the
dam and reservoir. However, this similarity was found to depend on the joint strength. As the joint strength is
reduced, UDEC was found to provide a better representation of the behaviour of a jointed system and arguably
a more realistic prediction of the stress distribution under the dam.

1 INTRODUCTION

The construction of a safe and economic dam requires
a detailed understanding of the geotechnical environ-
ment in the area surrounding the dam location. Most
historical dam failures are related to deficiencies in
the dam foundation due to the presence of jointing in
the bed rock.

There are various publications relating to dam
incidents, such as ICOLD (1974, 1983, 1995) and
Douglas (2002). According to these, about thirty per-
cent of incidents occurred due to some deficiency of
the rock foundations. For example the Austain Dam
(also known as Byless Dam) failed because of slid-
ing between sandstone and shale layers (Martt et al.,
2005) and the Malpasset Dam failure was a result of
open joints upstream of the dam and an inactive fault
downstream (Jansen, 1988).

Continuum software packages have been exten-
sively used to analyse and design dams on rock mass,
although the rock mass is discrete and its behaviour
depends on the joints and the intact rock. One of
these packages is FLAC (Fast Lagrangian Analysis
of Continua) (Itasca, 2008), which is a 2D explicit
finite difference program. Recently the discontin-
uum approach has gained popularity in geomechanics,
especially in mining, tunnelling, and slope stability
problems. UDEC (Universal Distinct Element Code)
(Itasca, 2011) is a discontinuum software code avail-
able for analysing geotechnical problems (Cundall,
1980). UDEC is a 2D distinct element, explicit finite
difference program that treats a medium as a collection
of discontinuous shapes that interact with each other in
space. It is argued that the most powerful tool available

to study the rock mass under a dam is the distinct ele-
ment method because it is capable of modelling the
stresses between rock blocks and flow through dis-
continuities (joints and faults) within the rock mass
(Gimenes and Fernández, 2006; Bretas et al., 2013). It
should be noted, however, that FLAC can also model
discontinuities using interfaces, but this takes up con-
siderable computational time so its use is limited to a
few joints within the rock mass. Also, the flow cannot
be modelled through the joint.

There is some uncertainty about which software
type can best simulate a gravity concrete dam on
a jointed rock foundation. Barla et al. (2004) com-
pared UDEC and FLAC codes to analyse a concrete
gravity dam on a rock mass. The results showed
that the factor of safety against sliding computed by
UDEC is much lower than that which was produced
by the continuum model FLAC. However, it will be
shown in this paper that both approaches give simi-
lar results under most conditions and differences only
occur for a few cases of joint set angles and low joint
strength.

In this study a conceptual model is developed. The
model is a concrete gravity dam on a rock mass which
was designed using the limit equilibrium method with
a sufficient factor of safety against sliding. The dam
with its foundation system is analysed using both
FLAC and UDEC as a plane strain condition for sim-
plicity. In both codes the seepage is coupled with
stresses in order to obtain a realistic analysis. The
behaviour of the intact material is treated as elastic
perfectly-plastic (Mohr-Coulomb) and the area con-
tact Coulomb slip model (elastic perfectly plastic) is
used for joints.
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Figure 1. Dimensions of the concrete gravity dam.

2 DESIGN OF THE GRAVITY DAM

The concrete dam was designed using the conventional
analytical methodology based on limit equilibrium
theory. The dam was assumed to have a height of
50 m and a base length of 45 m (see Figure 1). The
height of the water in the reservoir was equal to to
dam height. The dimensions of the dam have been
estimated so that the resultant of all forces across the
base lies within its middle third (Thomas, 1976). Dams
should be designed to be safe against overturning and
sliding. There are two types of assessment of the slid-
ing factor. The first method is given by Equation 1,
which gives the shear friction factor (SFF) at contact
between the dam and the foundation. The SFF should
be greater than 3 according to the American Engineer-
ing Army Corps design criteria (USACE, 1995). The
second method for determining a sliding factor (SF)
can be calculated by dividing the sum of the horizontal
forces due to reservoir load (V) by the sum of the ver-
tical forces (N), as illustrated in Equation 2 (Jansen,
1988). The value of SF should be smaller than 0.75
for usual loading. Also, induced stresses in the con-
crete and foundations must not exceed the allowable
stresses in both materials (Varshney, 1982).

where c = cohesion,A = contact area between the dam
and the foundation,

∑
N = sum of normal forces,∑

U = sum of uplift forces, ∅ = angle of internal
friction,

∑
V = sum of shear forces.

In reality, there are potentially many loads acting on
a dam. For the conceptual model used here, only the
dead load and reservoir load are taken into account.

Table 1. Stability assessment results.

Stability Type Ratio

The shear friction factor, SFF (Eq. 1) 3.410
Effective sliding factor, SF (Eq. 2) 0.625

For real design of dams, all types of loads should be
considered. Full details about the potential loads that
can affect dams can be found in a variety of texts, for
example Thomas (1976).

The stability of the dam was computed using
Equations 1 and 2, the results of which are shown in
Table 1 The uplift pressure was assumed to distribute
linearly from heel to toe of the dam.

The resultant force was computed and it was found
to be within the middle third of the dam’s base (eccen-
tricity of resultant force from the centreline of the
dam base, e = 3.177 m). The induced distribution of
stresses due to dam weight and reservoir load was cal-
culated according to USACE (1995). The minimum
effective vertical stress at the heel was found to be
0.256 MPa; the maximum value at the toe of the dam
was 0.633 MPa. Also, the stability of the dam against
overturning (F.S.) (computed as a ratio of resistant
moment to the disturbing moment about the toe of
the dam) was found to be 1.7.

3 NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY

3.1 Continuum Code (FLAC)

FLAC was specially developed for geotechnical and
mining engineering mechanics computation. The for-
mulation is based on the treatment of the problem
domain as a continuum that responds in accordance
to one or more constitutive relationships that can be
selected. FLAC can be used to solve complex problems
in rock mechanics, in particular dam construction, in
stages. Three fundamental stages should be specified
during the set-up of a numerical model: (i) creation of a
finite difference grid and boundary conditions, (ii) ini-
tiation of initial stress conditions, and (iii) selection of
constitutive model and material properties. Once these
components are described in the model, the initial
equilibrium state can be computed.

3.2 Discontinuum Code (UDEC)

UDEC simulates a rock mass as a gathering of dis-
crete blocks separated by joints that are represented
by interfaces. The contact forces and displacements
at the interfaces of a stressed assembly of blocks are
determined by means of a series of computations that
trace the motions of the blocks. These motions result
from the propagation, through the block system, of
disturbances caused by body forces or applied loads
(such as dam body forces and reservoir load). This
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Figure 2. Model geometry (joint details apply to UDEC
model).

Table 2. Material properties.

Density (ρ) K G c Ø σ t

Material kg/m3 GPa GPa MPa Degree MPa

concrete 2400 12.2 10.3 – – –
intact rock 2415 26.8 7.0 0.6 35 0.3

is a dynamic process in which the physical proper-
ties affect the speed of propagation (Itasca, 2011).
A time stepping algorithm represents numerically the
dynamic behaviour in which the velocities and accel-
erations are kept constant within the time step. The
solution scheme is identical to that used by the FLAC
code for continua (Itasca, 2008). The computations
achieved in UDEC alternate between the application of
Newton’s second law at all blocks and a force displace-
ment law at all contacts. The force-displacement law
is used to find contact forces from known (and fixed)
displacements. Newton’s second law gives the motion
of the blocks resulting from the known (and fixed)
forces acting on them. If the blocks are deformable,
motion is calculated at the grid points of the triangu-
lar finite-strain elements within the blocks. Then, the
application of the block material constitutive relations
gives new stresses within the elements.

UDEC can also simulate the flow of water through
rock mass fractures and fully couple hydraulic pres-
sures with stresses (hydromechanical response). The
flow of water is modelled through the joints by the
cubic law for flow in a planar fracture (Witherspoon,
1980).

3.3 Geometry and properties

Figure 2 shows the UDEC model geometry which was
used in this research.

For the continuum model the extent of the foun-
dation rock was 500m in width and 150 m in
depth. For the discontinuum model, the dam foun-
dation was divided into two regions; the first region
(75 m × 245 m) under the dam was considered as a

Table 3. Material properties of joints.

Kn Ks c Ø σ t

Joints MPa/m MPa/m MPa degrees MPa

rock-dam 20000 7000 0.6 40 0.3
contact

rock-rock
contact
intact 54000 27000 0.4 32 0.2
reduced 54000 27000 0 32 0

Table 4. Hydraulic properties of joints.

Kj azero ares

discontinuities Pa−1S−1 mm×10−4 mm×10−4

Joints (rock-rock 300 2 1
contacts)
Dam-rock contact 300 2 1

blocky rock mass of two sets of joints (see magni-
fied area in Figure 2); the second region (with outer
dimensions equivalent to the continuum model) was
considered as an intact rock. The size of the individual
blocks in the jointed foundation was 2m by 4m. The
boundary conditions were as follows; the sides were
restrained in the horizontal direction and the base was
restrained in the vertical direction.Tables 2 and 3 show
the properties for the model components. These prop-
erties are as follow: bulk stiffness (K), shear stiffness
(G), joint normal stiffness (kn), joint shear stiffness
(ks), cohesion (c), and tensile strength (σ t), coeffi-
cient of friction (Ø). The hydraulic properties of joints
such as joint permeability factor (kj), minimum joint
aperture (ares) and maximum joint aperture (amax) are
shown in Table 4.

3.4 Simulation of the models

The construction simulation of the gravity concrete
dam is achieved in three stages. Firstly, the foundation
rock is constructed; in this stage the in-situ stresses are
initialized and the displacements (after reaching equi-
librium) are reset to zero. Secondly, the concrete dam
is installed; in this stage the stresses and displacements
under the dam are recorded. Also the displacement of
the dam crest is calculated. Thirdly, the water load due
to the reservoir is applied and the same recordings
from stage two are made again.

For the discontinuum model, several joint configu-
rations were prepared to study the effect of joint dip
on the stability of dams. The whole rock mass was
rotated counter-clockwise, as shown in Table 5. The
models generated were named according to the rota-
tion (dip angle) of joint set 1 as follows: J0, J5, J15,
J30, J37, J45, J60, J75, and J90. Each case was mod-
elled in two conditions; the first considered the ‘intact’
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Table 5. Joint set geometry.

Joint Set Joint Dip Spacing (m)

Set 1 0 + θ* 2
Set 2** 86 + θ 4

*θ is degree of rotation, from 0 to 90.
** See Figure 2

Figure 3. Stresses in contact area between the dam and the
foundation (for UDEC: Model J0).

joint strengths in Table 3 whilst the second used the
‘reduced’ strengths (setting joint cohesion and tensile
strength to zero while keeping the joint friction angle
as 32 degrees).

4 RESULTS

4.1 Stresses under the dam

Normal and shear stresses were calculated under the
dam for the FLAC model and for both joint strength
cases in the UDEC model (intact and reduced). Fig-
ure 3 shows the stress distribution at the contact
between the dam and the foundation for model J0 (only
intact joint strength considered). The values before (R
Empty) and after (R Full) reservoir filling are shown. It
can be seen that there is excellent agreement between
the FLAC and UDEC results for the model and the con-
ventional limit equilibrium analysis method. One can
conclude that both codes might give the same results
when joints strength is high. However, for reduced joint
strengths, the results are different, as can be seen in
Figure 4 for case J0. In this case, the stresses under the
dam fluctuate and high stress concentrations caused
by block rotations are predicted by UDEC and as a
result the normal and shear stresses are reduced to
zero at some points under the dam. This finding is
very important to calculate the safety factor against
sliding because the contact area between the founda-
tion and the concrete dam will reduce due to the loss of
normal stress. In addition, the normal stress increases
(point loads) under the dam may lead to the develop-
ment of new cracks in the rock blocks and shear failure

Figure 4. Stress distributions under the dam (for UDEC:
Model J0).

Figure 5. Horizontal displacement at toe and heel with dip
angle of set 1 (UDEC).

in intact rock, which depends on the tensile strength
of the blocks and the intact shear strength of the rock,
respectively.

4.2 Displacements under the dam

The horizontal displacement of the dam at the toe and
heel are presented in Figure 5. It can be seen that
the joint configuration has an important effect on the
dam’s stability. The results indicate that both models
J5 and J15 (joint set 1 dip angle = 5 and 15 degrees)
are affected by joint strength reduction. The other joint
rotation results are not significantly affected by joint
strength reduction. To confirm this observation, the
vertical displacement at the dam-foundation contact
was computed for the joint strength reduction cases, as
shown Figure 6. This figure again shows that the crit-
ical cases are J5 and J15. The results from the FLAC
model are also shown in Figure 6 from which it can be
concluded that the deformation calculated by FLAC is
lower than in UDEC because of joint deformation

4.3 Stability assessment

The assessment of a dam’s stability is not an easy task
in Engineering. This task is possibly more difficult
where the dam structure is built on blocky weak jointed
rock because the plane of failure is not clearly defined.
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Figure 6. Vertical displacements for all models after joint
strength reduction.

Figure 7. Sliding factor (Equation 2) along the dam-rock
interface (should be less than 0.75 for stability).

In case of reduced joint strength the system may not fail
along a plane directly beneath the dam. In this study
different techniques have been used to assess the sta-
bility of the model. In the first technique, Equations 1
and 2 were used to check the stability against sliding,
see Figures 7 and 8. The second technique measured
displacements at selected points under the dam in both
vertical and horizontal direction, as shown in Figures 5
and 6.A third method, applicable only to the numerical
models, considers if a state of numerical equilibrium
can be reached whereby nodal velocities go to zero.
In the UDEC simulations J5 and J15, the models did
not reach a state of equilibrium. Figure 9 shows the
velocity vectors in the model at an arbitrary stage after
significant movements had occurred which illustrate
the failure mechanism of the dam (sliding within the
underlying foundation). The first technique indicated
the dam was stable against sliding whereas the sec-
ond and third technique indicated that both cases J5
and J15 failed. These analyses were applied on the
model which was analysed by Barla et al. (2004) for
deterministic joints (similar to the joint configuration
used in this study). For the material and geometric
details described it was found that the UDEC simu-
lation did not reach a state of equilibrium, indicating

Figure 8. Shear Friction Factor (Equation 1) along the
dam-rock interface (should be greater than 3 for stability).

Figure 9. Velocity vectors for case J15 at sliding along
foundation.

that the structure was not stable and failed by sliding
along the joints under the base of the dam. This sug-
gests that the discontinuum results presented in Barla
et al. (2004) may not represent a fair representation of
equilibrium conditions after reservoir filling.

Figure 7 shows the sliding factor method results cal-
culated by Equation 2. It can be seen that UDEC gives
a higher sliding factor than FLAC and the conventional
method. According to the UDEC results, if the cohe-
sion between the dam and the foundation deteriorated,
the dam might fail by sliding because the mobilized
friction angle is almost equal to the available friction
angle. This can be seen in Figure 8, which shows the
shear friction factor (SFF) predicted using Equation
1. Here UDEC (for intact joint strength) gives an SFF
value lower than the other methods, however the dif-
ference between results is less than 7%. This minor
difference might be due to the method of predicting
the effective normal stresses in the dam-foundation
contact. In FLAC, the flow of water in the interface
between the dam and foundation cannot be modelled
and as a result the pore water pressure was predicted
from the nearest grid points. In UDEC the flow can be
modelled in the interface. Also in Figure 7 are the SFF
results for reduced joint strength, and once again the
UDEC gives higher values except for case 15.
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5 DISCUSSION

This analysis method may be useful in the development
of a special rock mass classification system for dams.
Currently, the only classification system that gives
information for gravity dams is RMR by Bieniawski
and Orr (1976), which was later modified by Romana
(2003) for assessing the safety of old dams. This sys-
tem was developed on experience from slope stability
and tunnelling/mining. A classification system based
specifically on dams has not yet been developed.

6 CONCLUSION

In this study a hypothetical concrete gravity dam was
designed using the conventional analytical methodol-
ogy which is based on limit equilibrium theory with
a reasonable factor of safety. The continuum and dis-
continuum approaches were used to analyse the dam.
It was found that the codes give similar results to
the conventional theoretical approach when the rock
foundation blocks are not rotated by the stress regime
created by the dam and reservoir. However, this sim-
ilarity was found to depend on the joint strength and
joint configuration. As the joint strength is reduced,
UDEC was found to provide a seemingly more realistic
representation of the behaviour of a jointed system and
arguably a more realistic prediction of the stress distri-
bution under the dam. These results have implications
for engineers involved in future dam design. Also, this
paper may be a guide to develop a new classification
system for dams on rock mass.
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